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1. Purpose
To contribute to promote early HIV diagnosis in Europe by
means of improving the implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of Community-Based Voluntary Counseling and Testing
(CBVCT) practices

2. The specific objectives are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To gain a thorough understanding of CBVCT programmes and
services in different countries.
To identify and describe good practices in the
implementation of CBVCT.
To identify a core group of indicators that can be used to
monitor and evaluate CBVCT.
To establish a network of community-based VCT in which to
perform operational research.
To assess the acceptability, feasibility and impact of
introducing oral rapid test technologies at community-based
VCT.

3. Target of the project
Target entities: the CBVCT services. The results
obtained in the project may improve the implementation
and operation of participating CBVCT sites and similar
facilities or services around Europe.
Target populations: most-at-risk groups, such as
intravenous drug users, men who have sex with men,
commercial sex workers, immigrants, young people, and
especially hard-to-reach populations.

3. HIV-Cobatest Project core work packages:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WP1. Coordination of the project;
WP2. Dissemination of the project;
WP3. Evaluation of the project;
WP4. Cross-national survey on the implementation of
CBVCT programmes;
WP5. Qualitative study and code of good practice for
the implementation of CBVCT programmes and services;
WP6. Core group of indicators to monitor HIV
diagnosis from CBVCT services;
WP7. Standardised protocol for data collection from
CBVCT centres;
WP8. Acceptability, feasibility, and impact of introducing
the rapid oral test in the CBVCT network.

4. Cross-National Survey on the implementation of
CBVCT programmes
OBJECTS:
- to ascertain how CBVCT programmes are being implemented;
- to describe the national policies on CB testing practices;
- to assess how many CBVCT programmes exist in each country and describe
their characteristics;

METHOD:
Case definition: a study definition of “CBVCT” was proposed for the purpose of the
survey.
National Focal Points (NFPs) in all EU/EFTA countries were contacted. CBVCTs
were then contacted thanks to the information provided by the NFPs and by other
key informants.
A questionnaire tool was piloted in 8 Countries. Following the piloting phase
conclusions, 2 different questionnaires were developed according to the kind of
target (one for National Focal Points and one for individual CBVCT managers).

5. Participating Countries
National Focal Points

CBVCTs
41 CBVCTs in 19 countries were contacted
and 39 responded. In 7 countries more
than one CBVCT answered: Denmark,
Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain, Switzerland
and United Kingdom.
Taking into consideration the contacted
CBVCTs per country, response rate at
country level was 89.5%: at least in 17
on 19 contacted countries CBVCTs
were present.

22 NFP and 3 Regional Focal Points
responded, with a response rate at
country level of 71%.

6. Defining CBVCTs: the HIV-COBATEST proposal
Any program or service which:
•
•
•

offers voluntary HIV counselling and testing as its main purpose and
activity;
targets specific groups of the population most at risk in the area;
is clearly adapted and accessible to the communities to whom it is
addressed.

More specifically the CBVCT should have the following characteristics:
• should be operated in the same context and community where it was
originally set up and perceived as a reference point by the target group;
• it should be easily accessible and clearly adapted to the specific needs of
the target group;
• it ensures the participation of the community.
There were no restrictions concerning the physical location, staff characteristics,
funding source or whether the service is provided for free or at a cost.

7. Defining CBVCTs: the state of the art
Existance of a definition at country level

Agreement with COBATEST definition

19 NFP and regional focal points (76%)
reported that a definition of CBVCT in
their country doesn’t exist,
14 agreed with the study definition
2 didn’t agree
3 didn’t know.

8. Existing CBVCTs in Europe
Existance of CBVCTs at country level, according to National Focal Points

23 NFPs and regional focal points responded
that CBVCT services are available in their
country.
In Italy the NFP was
not aware of a locally
existing CBVCT
contacted by
COBATEST through
other informants.

9. National regulations and strategies about
CBVCTs

• 15 NFP and Regional Focal Points (60%)
reported governmental/regional regulation
covering HIV testing in CBVCT (12 on 22
responding countries);
• 12 (48%) reported a strategic plan for the
implementation of CBVCTs (11 on 22
responding countries).

10. Involvement of the Community according to the
CBVCTs
Kind of
involvement

N

%

Needs
assessment

13

33.3

Participation in
planning

10

Community
management
Involvement in the
implementation

Needs
assessment

N

%

Interviews with
key people

19

48.7

25.6

Regular
meetings

19

48.7

14

35.9

Focus groups

10

25.6

25

64.1

Surveys
among target
group

12

30.8

11. Use of Rapid Tests

14 NFPs and regional FP (58%) reported that HIV
rapid test on blood is accepted and/or recommended
in their country (13 on 22 responding countries).
In 2 of the countries where the NFPs didn’t
report rapid test acceptance/recommendation, this kind
of testing method was used by responding CBVCTs.
Rapid Test is the most common HIV testing
method in CBVCTs. 30 of them (76.9%) reported HIV
rapid test use on blood (13 on 17 responding countries).

Only 5 NFPs and regional FP (22%) reported that
oral fluid rapid test is accepted and/or recommended
in their country (5 on 22 responding countries).
No CBVCT reported oral fluid rapid tests use.

12. Conclusion
•

CBVCTs are present in most EU and EFTA countries, although being a secondary
source of testing.

•

There is not a common definition of what is a CBVCT service across Europe and
the proposed CBVCT service definition by the HIV-COBATEST project was highly
accepted.

•

This study shows marked differences in the implementation of CBVCT across
Europe (management, community involvement, performance practices).

•

In only half of the countries strategic plans for the implementation of CBVCTs
were reported, and in slightly more than a half regulation of CBVCT services
was reported.

•

In 59% of the responding countries rapid test is accepted/recommended,
althoug , rapid tests are used in 76.9% in European CBVCTs.

•

Most of the countries do not have a policy on monitoring these services, nor a
set of specific indicators to do it.

13. Recommendation
•

There is the need to reinforce the community based approach for testing in Europe.

•

A common definition of CBVCT should be agreed in order to define a common conceptual
framework for community-based HIV testing in Europe and for its best practices.

•

Common regulations, strategies and procedures should be proposed, both at European
and at country level, in order to ensure uniformity regarding the offer of facilitated access
to HIV testing through CBVCTs.

•

Rapid Test use should be clearly considered and regulated as a practical way of
performing HIV test in CBVCTs, both in western and eastern countries.
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